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1. INTRODUCTION 
In what follows an ordered pair will always be an ordered pair (x, y), 
where x # y. A cyclic triple is a collection t of three ordered pairs such that 
an element occurs as a first coordinate of an ordered pair in t if and only if it 
occurs as a second coordinate of an ordered pair in t. We will denote the 
cyclic triple {(a, b), (b, c), (c, a)} by (a, b, c), (b, c, a), or (c, a, b). A 
Mendelsohn triple system (MTS) is a pair (S, 7) where S is a set containing 
u elements and T is a collection of cyclic triples of elements of S such that 
every ordered pair of distinct elements of S belongs to exactly one cyclic 
triple of T. The number IS] = u is called the order of the MTS (S, T) and in 
1971 N. S. Mendelsohn proved that the spectrum for MTSs is the set of all 
u = 0 or 1 (mod 3), except v = 6 [4]. Mendelsohn himself called such 
systems cyclic triple systems. This vernacular, however, can be a bit 
confusing since Steiner triple systems admitting a cyclic automorphism (see 
Peltesohn [5]) are also called cyclic triple systems. The terminology 
“Mendelsohn triple system” is due to Mathon and Rosa [3]. It is well taken 
since it not only eliminates some ambiguity but recognizes, as well, the fact 
that Mendelsohn was the first to determine the spectrum for such systems. (It 
is well known (of course) that a MTS is equivalent to a quasigroup satisfying 
the identities x2 = x and x(yx) = y. However, in what follows, we will use 
design vernacular exclusively.) 
For example, the pairs (S, 7) and (Q, B) defined as follows are MTSs: 
s= (1,2,31, T= ((L2, 3), (2, 1,3)}; 
and 
Q=lL2,3,41, B = {(1,2,3), (L3,4), (1,4,2), (2,4,3)1. 
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It is a trivial exercise to see that if (S, r> is a MTS of order u that 1 TI = 
U(V - 1)/3. Now, if S is a set of size v and C(S) is the set of all cyclic triples 
of S, then IC(S)( = V(U - l)(u - 2)/3. I n view of these last remarks, the 
following problem arises quite naturally: Given a set S of size u = 0 or 1 
(mod 3), is it always possible to partition C(S) (the set of all cyclic triples of 
S) into v - 2 subsets T,, T, ,..., To-, so that each of (S, T,), (S, T,) ,..., 
(S, TV-*) is a MTS? Such a collection of MTSs is called a large set of 
pairwise disjoint MTSs. (Two MTSs (S, T,) and (S, T,) are said to be 
disjoint provided that T, n T2 = 0.) Barring the existence of a large set of 
pairwise disjoint MTSs of order u, we can ask for the largest positive integer 
D(V) for which D(V) pairwise disjoint MTSs of order u exist. This paper is 
the first attack on this problem. In particular we prove that D(3v) > 2~ + 
D(v) (except possibly for 3v = 18) and L)(3v + I)> 2v + D(v + 1) for all 
o > 3, where, of course, D(u) and D(v + 1) are zero whenever u or u + 1 is 
f 0 or 1 (mod 3). 
It is worth remarking that an extensive amount of work has been done on 
the similar problem for Steiner triple systems; i.e., the construction of large 
sets of pairwise disjoint Steiner triple systems. (See, for example, 
[ 1, 2, 6,8, 9, lo].) This problem remains far from settled however, and the 
reader is referred to the excellent survey article by Rosa [ 71 for an up-to-date 
account of constructing large sets of pairwise disjoint Steiner triple systems. 
2. D(3v) > 2u + D(v) 
Let u > 3, u # 6, and let Q be a latin square of order v having v disjoint 
transversals T, , T, ,..., T, (equivalent to a pair of orthogonal latin squares). 
We write 
i 
1 2 3 a.’ V 
Tic= Xlk X2k x3k --’ xuk 
ylk Y2k Y3k ‘-’ Y”k 
i 
to indicate that the cell (i, xik) belongs to Tk and is occupied by yik. Now let 
a==(123... v) and for each k = 1,2,..., V define Six permutations ak, Pk, Yk, 
af, PZ, and I$ on Q by 
1 2 3 ..’ v 
ak = 
Xlk X2k Xlk a.* 
ak* = 
1 2 3 *.* v 
Ytk Y2*k Y;*k ‘.’ 
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Yk ( Ylk Y2k y3k --’ yuk = 




y; = Xlk X2k X3k *.. X vk 
1 2 3 .** U 
where y$ = y,a. 
Set S = Q x { 1,2,3}, let (Q, O) be any idempotent quasigroup (not 
necessarily related in any way to the latin square Q), and define 2~ + D(V) 
MTSs as follows: 
(1) For each k = 1,2,..., U, define a collection of cyclic triples I, by 
(i) ((h 11, cXikT 21, (yik? 3)) and (txik, 2)~ (6 11, (Yik? 3)) below to & 
for every i E Q; and 
(ii) if i#jE Q, the six cyclic triples ((i, l), G, l), ((i 0 j) ak, 2)), 
(ci? l), (i, I)? (0” i) sky 2)), ((6 2)9 o’, 2)3 (ti ‘j) &, 3))T (di? 2), (h 2)y (0’ ’ i> 
Pky 3)), ((i, 3), ci, 3), ((i 0.j) yk, 1)) and (0’,3), (i, 3), (0’0 i> yk, 1)) belong to 
tk. 
(2) For each k = 1, 2,..., V, define a collection of cyclic triples tl by 
(i) ((i, l), (X&T 21, (Y$, 3)) and ((Xik, 21, (i, 11, (Yi*k, 3)) belong to fk* 
for every i E Q; and 
(ii) if i #j E Q, the six cyclic triples ((i, l), (j, l), ((i 0 j) at, 3)), 
(C..L 11, (i, 11, (0’ 0 i) a,*, 3)), ((i, 3), 0, 3), ((i 0 j) Pk*, 2)), NJ 3), (6 3), 
(ci 0 i) P$, 41, ((i, 21, o’, 21, ((i 0 j) yk*, 1)) and (U, 21, (i, 21, (0’ 0 i> ok*, 1)) 
belong to tt. 
(3) Let (Q, q,), (Q, q2) ,..., (Q, qu) be any collection of u = D(Y) 
pairwise disjoint MTSs and for each k = 1, 2,..., U, define a collection of 
cyclic triples dk by 
(i) For each i= 1,2,3, ((x, i), (y, i), (z, i)) E d, if and only if 
(X, Y, Z> E qk; and 
(ii) if i #j E Q, ((i, l), (J 2), ((i 0 j) ak+l, 3)) and ((J 2), (i, I), 
((ioj) ak+‘,3))Edk. 
It is straightforward to see that the 2u + D(v) MTSs constructed in (I), 
(2), and (3) are pairwise disjoint giving the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. D(3v) > 2v + D(v) for all v > 3, except possibly v = 6. 
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3. D(3u+ 1)>2u+D(u+ 1) 
Let F = (CL), 1,2, 3) and denote by f, and f2 the collections of cyclic 
triples given by 
f, = {(w 1,2), (m 2,3), (ah 3, 11, (1,3,2)1, 
and 
f* = {(% 1,3), (=J, 2, 11, (% 3,2), (L2,3)]. 
Then, of course, (F, f,) and (F, fJ are disjoint MTSs of order 4. Now let Q 
be as in Section2, set S={co}U(QX {1,2,3}), and define 2v+D(u+ 1) 
MTSs of order 3v + 1 by modifying the constructions (l), (2), and (3) in 
Section 2 as follows: 
(1’) For each k= 1, 2,..., u, define a collection of cyclic triples t; by 
replacing (i) in (1) with: (~0, (i, l), (xlk,2)), (w (xik,2), (yik, 3)), 
(co, (Yik, 3), (6 l)), and ((4 I>, (Yik, 3), (xik, 2)) belong to t; for every i E Q. 
(Note that these four cyclic triples are a copy of (F, f,).) 
(2’) For each k = 1, 2,..., u, define a collection of cyclic triples tt’ by 
replacing (i) in (2) with: (a, (6 11, (Y$., 3)), (a, tXikt 2), (4 l)), 
(~0, (Y%, 3), (Xik, 2)), and ((4 11, (Xik, 2), (~2~3)) below to tk*’ for every 
i E Q. (Note that these four cyclic triples are a copy of (F, &).) 
(3’) Let (1~lUQ7qJy ({~)UQ,q2)v...9 ({~lUQyqu) be any 
collection of u = D(v + 1) pairwise disjoint MTSs of order v + 1 and for 
each k = 1, 2,..., u, define a collection of cyclic triples di by 
(i’) Foreachi=1,2,3,defineacopyofq,on(co}U(QX(i})and 
place these cyclic triples in dk; 
(ii’) if i +j E Q and 2 < k < u - 2, ((i, 1), (j, 2), ((i 0 j) akt ‘, 3)) and 
((j, 2), (i, l), ((i 0 j) ak+‘, 3)) E db; and 
(iii’) If i#j and k = u - 1, set T= (((x, l), (v, 2), (z, 3))) all 
x, Y,zEQ, and place the cyclic triples Zj(t; U ti U e-e U 
t’utT’ut;‘u.‘. ut*‘ud’ud’u’.. c Udk-J in d;-,. 
There is no diffkultyvin shdwing’that the 2u + D(u + 1) MTSs constructed 
in (I’), (2’), and (3’) are pairwise disjoint MTSs. 
THEOREM 3.1. D(3u+ 1)>2u+D(u-t l)firalZv>3. 
Proox The case where 3v + 1 = 19 is handled as follows. In [l] 
Denniston has shown the existence of a large set of pairwise disjoint Steiner 
triple systems of order 19 (i.e., 17 pairwise disjoint Steiner triple systems of 
order 19). In each Steiner triple system of this collection replace each triple 
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{a, b, c} with the two cyclic triples (a, b, c) and (b, a, c). This, of course, 
gives a large set of pairwise disjoint MTSs of order 19. 
Combining Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 gives the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. D(u) > [2u/3] f or all UEO or 1 (mod3) and u>9, 
except possibly u = 18. 
4. REMARKS 
Trivially D(3) = 1 and D(4) = 2, and C. Colbourn (unpublished) has 
shown that D(7) = 5. Beginning with u = 9, Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 coupled 
with the fact that a large set of pairwise disjoint Steiner triple systems of 
order u exists for all u = 1 or 3 (mod 6) such that 9 < u < 99 (except 
possibly u = 37, 85, and 97) give a large set of pairwise disjoint MTSs of 
every order u = 0 or 1 (mod 3) such that 9 < u < 100, except possibly for 
u = 16, 18, 22, 24, 40, 42, 46, 48, 52, 54, 58, 60, 64, 66, 70, 72, 76, 78, 85, 
94, and 96. Note that Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 produce large sets of pairwise 
disjoint MTSs of orders 37 and 97 even though the similar problem for 
Steiner triple systems is unsettled. 
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